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August 6 is Wiggle Your Toes Day
We know Callie has pretty toes, WD has paws, and Tangles has no toes
(we love ya Tangles). What kind of toes do you have? Wiggle them and
check them out? Is your second toe longer than the first one? What do
you think about your toes?
Here's a guide to basic toe-reading
What each of the toes on the right foot stands for, according to toe reader
Marie Bernat:
Big toe: Destiny. Wrinkles indicate changes in your life.
Second toe: Communication toe. If it is longer than your big toe, it
indicates leadership potential.
Third toe: Passion and anger. If it's squared-off, you tend to take
your anger out on others.
Fourth toe: Relationships. A squared-off toe says the person likes to
play the field, while wrinkles indicate a lack of commitment.
Fifth toe: Security (financial, physical and emotional). If it is straight
with a rounded pad and thick trunk, you feel very good about the
decisions you make.
More advanced reading techniques involve multiple toes. For example, in
evaluating a potential significant other, Bernat says to beware of "player
toes," occurring when the third and fourth toes curve toward each other to
form an "O." The curve on the passion and anger toe (the third) shows the
person invests a lot of passion and emotion in relationships, but the curve
on the fourth toe indicates relationships to be short-lived. The combination
means a smooth-talking charmer who won't be around long.
— The Arizona Republic
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My toes are stairsteps in size but my little toenail grows up. Makes quite a
weapon when necessary. I can also pick up lots of things with my toes.
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LOL Melanie, I can pick up things with my toes too.
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I have Flinstone toes............Or so a couple of my ex's told me.
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